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Abstract  
We make an effort and spend loads of time trying to secure IT infrastructure and services. 
We hide the entire network segment behind firewalls, DMZs, and other security 
mechanisms to protect from data breaches and interception. But, one point remains—
websites. They are open targets and are in the first line for attackers. Except for common 
types of web attacks, like a DoS, a misconfigured webpage is vulnerable for every user 
connected to it. This article is about how securely Georgian websites are configured, 
generally concerning HSTS. Which is a powerful protection against MITM attacks. The 
study covers the main aspect of HSTS parameters, describes major problems in Georgia, 
and designs how they should be resolved. According to research, only 1% of Georgian 
websites are served under HSTS. Also, 39% of webpages are accessible via HTTP. The 
majority of them have HTTPS (HTTP with encryption and verification) support, but 
because of misconfiguration, users face critical security issues. In very populated cities, 
like Tbilisi, there are high availability of free wireless networks. This increases the risk of 
getting intruders and targets in the same network. Which itself doubles the probability 
of data breach, network sniffing, and so on. The level of user awareness is very low, so it 
is crucial to maintain web servers so securely, that minimize user-side vulnerabilities. 
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1. Introduction 

Web services have become extremely 
popular over the last few years. Thus, 
increased web-related threats for both sides: 
clients and servers. Talking about web 
security usually leads users to think about 
HTTPS (HTTP with encryption and 
verification). However, redirection from 
HTTP to HTTPS does not guarantee secure 
communication between the user and the 
website [1–5]. There are techniques for 
downgrading HTTPS connection to HTTP, 
which is at higher risk of sniffing. Hence, 
there was a need for some security 
mechanism that would try to compensate for 
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this vulnerability. In November of 2012, RFC 
proposed a standard, known as RFC 6797, 
which defined a security mechanism for 
websites—HTTP Strict Transport Security 
(HSTS) [6]. 

HSTS is a kind of security technology 
that protects web pages from HTTPS 
downgrade, also known as an “SSL strip 
attack.” These are types of MITM (man-in-
the-middle) attacks when a hacker stands 
between the user and web server and 
converts HTTPS connection to HTTP (Fig. 1). 
HSTS is a method used by webpages to 
announce that it must be accessed only via 
HTTPS. When the HSTS policy is declared by 
the website, browsers refuse every HTTP 
request (Fig. 2). Most modern web browsers 
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support the HSTS protocol. However, 
correctly configured HSTS protocol does not 
assure full protection from interception. In 
the case of a freshly installed OS or web 
browser, there is always a way to grab the 

connection. The first attempt to contact the 
website can be captured. Because, before the 
web browser gets the HSTS directive from a 
webpage, by default, it will try to connect via 
HTTP. 

 

 
Figure 1: HTTP and HTTPS connection schemes 
 

 
Figure 2: HTTP Strict Transport Security 
 
To override that threat, Google has started 
the HSTS preload service. If the website is 
submitted for preload service, it will be 
hardcoded in web browsers and will not be 

accessible via HTTP. Before a connection is 
established between the computer and the 
webpage, HSTS-compatible web browsers 
check their internal HSTS list. If the website 
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is preloaded, the browser will automatically 
use the HTTPS protocol. Google HSTS 
preload service is free, but there are some 
security requirements for submission: 

1. A valid Certificate. 
2. Redirection from HTTP to HTTPS. 
3. All subdomains must be served over 

HTTPS. 
4. Proper configuration of HSTS Header. 

Properly configured HSTS protocol does 
not mean total protection from MITM, but it 
will significantly secure client-server 
conversation. 

2. Survey 

An important part of this article is the 
security assessment of connections on 
Georgian websites. Hence, research was 
done on randomly selected Georgian 
websites. Hundreds of pages were tested on 
HSTS protocol (compatibility and/or 
eligibility) during the research. Websites 
were tested using the Google online platform 
for HSTS preload service status and 
eligibility checking [7]. During the survey 
web pages were checked in the following 
parameters:  

• Online Transaction/Authorization 
availability on the website. 

• HTTP / HTTPS access. 
• HTTPS Auto Redirection. 
• HSTS Header availability. 
• If the webpage serves all subdomains 

over HTTPS. 
• If the HSTS preload service is already 

active. 
• If the webpage was eligible for HSTS 

preload service. 
For classifying the Georgian market, the 

target group was divided by ownership 
(State or Private) and the following 
categories: Communication; Education; 
Banks and Finances, Healthcare and 
Lifestyle; National Centers and Agencies; TV 
companies; News; Oil and Petroleum; State 
Structures and Services; Entertainment; 
Online shopping; Utility payments and other 
bills; Bookmakers and other online games; 
Adult; Logistics. 

The first security parameter was “Online 
Transaction/Authorization.” This is very 
important because if the user makes a 

transaction or authorization on the 
webpage, it means personal, sensitive data is 
transmitted between the user and the web 
server, so this parameter increases the risk 
of eavesdropping or other MITM-type 
attacks [8–13]. 83% of checked websites 
have online transaction and/or 
authorization modules (T/A module). The 
majority of web pages without a T/A module 
(17%) are from informational categories. 
The second parameter was if the website 
was accessible using HTTP protocol. It 
seems quite unserious while in the age of 
cyberwar, and cyberterrorism we are 
discussing again the existence of HTTP 
conversation between web servers and 
users, but according to research, 39% of 
Georgian websites can be accessed using 
HTTP. If we correlate the first two 
parameters: websites with the T/A module 
and HTTP-accessible webpages we’ll find, 
that 36% of the sites with the T/A module 
can be accessed via HTTP (Fig.3) [10, 12]. 

 

 
Figure 3: Sites access statistics 
 
So, in 36% of cases, while the user makes 
authorization or transaction, sensitive data 
is transmitted as a clear text and can be 
stolen without the significant effort of a 
hacker. 37% of them are operated by state 
institutions or structures and 63% are 
private business operators (Fig. 4) [11, 14]. 
 

 
Figure 4: HTTP accessible statistics 
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We would like to mention, that according to 
an analysis, 47% of this category does not 
have HTTPS support. We mean, there is no 
way to connect these servers via HTTPS [13]. 

The next parameter was auto redirection 
from HTTP to HTTPS. 31% of webpages are 
not configured so, to redirect every HTTP 
request to HTTPS. Hence, even if the 
webpage has HTTPS support, there is always 
a chance to listen to traffic and conversation 
between the victim and server computer. If 
we analyze websites with T/A modules 
concerning HTTP auto redirection enabled 
webpages, we’ll see more lack of security. 
77% of this category does not make HTTP 
redirection (Fig. 5) [15]. 

 

 
Figure 5: Site redirection statistics 

 
Let’s dig a bit more into the results. There is 
one important thing, in 30% of the webpages 
with T/A module connection established via 
HTTP, because of the misconfigured auto 
redirection directive (Fig. 6). To be clearer, 
in 30%, connections can be more secure but 
without automatic redirection, when user 
types “example.com” he/she establishes 
HTTP, nonsecure conversation (because 
browsers default port is 80, same as HTTP). 
So, it’s an extra window for hackers to 
intercept conversations and listen, modify, 
redirect, or add packets. 

As it was mentioned above, the main 
reason for this study was to check how 
properly Georgian webpages (as an 
example) are configured on the HSTS 
security mechanism and if they are eligible 
for HSTS preload service. Study shows that 
only 21% of websites have an HSTS 
directive in the header (Fig. 7) [13–15]. 

 

 
Figure 6: Site problems statistics 
 

 
Figure 7: HSTS site statistics 

 
If we check the target group without an HSTS 
header (79%) on HTTPS support, we’ll get 
the following results: 73% of them can be 
accessed via HTTPS (Fig. 8). But, because of 
the missing HSTS directive, there is a huge 
window for SSL Strip attack. That’s why the 
HSTS header takes so important place after 
HTTPS protocol in the security of web 
technologies [16]. 

 

 
Figure 8: HSTS sites with HTTPS statistics 
 
In common cases, developers take care only 
about domains and they are not attentive to 
subdomains. I mean, usually, only main 
domains are served by HTTPS protocol, and 
subdomains, or a major part of them, are 
left under HTTP. During the survey, there 
were cases when the main site was under 
HTTPS, but when I was entering the 
authorization page, which was on the 
subdomain, it was served only via HTTP 
[17–19]. 
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So, it was a critical breach of 
confidentiality. In our cases 43% of a total 
of the target group serves all subdomains 
over HTTPS (Fig. 9). If we analyze this data 
concerning HTTPS-enabled web pages, 
we’ll see, that in 28% cases of, the privacy 
of the user is violated (Fig. 10). 
 

 
Figure 9: Subdomains statistics 

 
The last two criteria were about HSTS 
preload service. The first one was if the 
website had already been preloaded and the 
second one was if they were eligible for 
Google preload service. Unfortunately, only 
1% of Georgian webpages are preloaded and 
no one except this 1% was not eligible for 
preloading [20–22]. 

 

 
Figure 10: Subdomains over HTTPS 
statistics 
 
According to the results, it is clear, that there 
should be done lots of work to improve the 
security level of Georgian Websites. Some 
brief explanations about checking security 
mechanisms and recommendations will be 
described in the following paragraphs [23–
26]. 

3. Checking Websites on HSTS 

As mentioned above, Google has started the 
HSTS preload service. So, they provide an 
online platform for checking if the website is 

correctly configured on HSTS security 
protocol and if it is eligible for preload 
service. There is a checklist of HSTS 
parameters which support is mandatory 
[18–21]. 

Before going deep into the HSTS details, 
let us see what the HSTS preload directive 
looks like. 

The very first step before configuring the 
HSTS policy is to serve the site with valid 
certificates and updated ciphers. If a web 
page is accessible via HTTP it should be 
configured so, that all requests must be 
redirected to HTTPS. If a site has 
subdomains they also must be examined and 
ensured how properly they work under an 
HTTPS connection [19]. 

Record: “Strict-Transport-Security:” from 
HSTS directive instructs the web browser, 
that after that header, every connection to 
this page (including subdomains) must be 
granted using HTTPS. This directive will be 
active for 63072000 seconds after the 
browser gets it. If there is no way for an 
HTTPS connection, according to the 
directive, the connection will be dropped. 
Google has recommendations regarding 
“mag-age” parameters. They said that in a 
deployment process, “max-age” should be 
divided into 3 stages: 5 min; 1 week, and 1 
month. Developers should monitor the 
metrics of the site, and fix any issues that 
come up once a developer is confident that 
there will be no problems, “max-age” should 
be increased to 2 years (63072000 seconds) 
[21]. 

HSTS protocol is additional protection in 
point of certificates. In a default case, when 
the CA is expired, and is not valid or the web 
browser gives a warning, the connection can 
be eavesdropped.  But, in case of a correctly 
configured HSTS mechanism, the web 
browser will not let you access this website 
(unless you manually remove the page from 
the HSTS list). 

There is one very important point that 
should be mentioned, if you provide an HSTS 
header for www.yourpage.com, it will cover 
only www.yourpage.com but not 
yourpage.com. This is a common mistake 
regarding the HSTS configuration. You 
should include a call for the base domain, in 
this case for yourpage.com, and add the 
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“includeSubDomains” parameter for proper 
protection [22]. 

If you are going to use Google HSTS 
preload service, requirements described by 
Google must be continuously satisfied by the 
webpage. If you remove the HSTS directive 
from the header, the web page will be 
automatically submitted for removal form 
(from the HSTS preload service). Google 
notifies users, that requesting or removing 
HSTS preload service may take a long time. 
It needs some time to reach new hardcoded 
updates to users.  

In addition, browsers give the ability to 
manually add (or remove) web pages into 
the internal HSTS list. Open the browser and 
in the URL field type: “chrome://net-
internals/#hsts”. In the place of “chrome,” 
you should type your browser vendor. But, 
generally, the browser will automatically 
correct the first parameter in this URL [26–
29]. 

4. Conclusions 

Web services have become significantly 
popular over the decade. Therefore, web-
related threats have been increased. 
Security of the websites is very crucial for 
end users. So, before deployment of the 
security policies, it is very important to 
assess website security on the market. Thus, 
research was done on the point of HSTS 
protocol eligibility. According to the study, 
only 1% of Georgian websites are correctly 
configured on HSTS and are eligible for 
preload service (encrypted and 
authenticated). Results show, that in 36% of 
cases of authorization or transaction, 
sensitive data is transferred as a clear text 
and can be sniffed without significant effort 
of intruders. 37% of them are operated by 
state institutions or structures and 63% are 
private business operators.  

In most cases, security policies are 
violated because of misconfiguration. 
Research shows, that in 77% of websites 
with a T/A module auto redirection from 
HTTP to HTTPS is not available.  According 
to the study, only 21% of Georgian web 
pages have HSTS directives in the header. So, 
in 79% of using web pages, clients are at high 
risk of MITM attack. It is very interesting, 

that 73% of them have HTTPS support, but 
because of missing HSTS directives, they are 
vulnerable to SSL Strip attacks. Somehow, 
the security of subdomains is left behind by 
developers. Following this research, only 
43% of Georgian websites serve all 
subdomains under HTTPS. 

To conclude overall research, Georgian 
websites have critical security issues. Most 
of them are caused by misconfiguration. 
Submission for Google preload service takes 
too much time and has preliminary 
requirements. Still, there is another way for 
HSTS protection. Users can manually add the 
website to the internal HSTS list of browsers.  

HSTS protocol does not guarantee full 
protection. There will be always another 
weakness, the “open door” for attackers, but 
we should add extra protections to minimize 
web-based vulnerabilities. For example, an 
NTP (Network Time Protocol) attack is used 
to compromise the HSTS mechanism. The 
next step will be checking how Georgian 
websites are protected against NTP attacks. 
Hence, cyber security experts should always 
work to strengthen the security of 
communication. All websites should satisfy 
the following requirements: 

• Operate under a valid certificate. 

• Operate only on HTTPS and should 

automatically redirect every HTTP 

request to HTTPS. 

• All subdomains should be accessible 

only via HTTPS. 

• A web page should be distributing 

properly configured HSTS directives. 

As HSTS protects users and servers from 
data breaches (like user credentials, 
authorization parameters, personal 
information, and so on), the HSTS 
mechanism for webpages with a T/A module 
should be required by regulations of 
“Information Security” and “Personal Data 
Protection.” 

For a future work it is very important to 
do research and find solutions regarding 
different problems identified during this 
study, like certificates, redirections, 
authorization and so on. In case of Georgian 
webpage market, there is a tendency that 
should be noticed: when user enters wrong 
credentials, in some cases webpage returns 
specific error (“invalid username”; 
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“incorrect password). It should not be 
specified, where mistake was made, in 
username or in the part of password. It 
critically increases risk of brute-forcing. So, 
for our future plan, other security elements 
of websites should be checked and find 
solution how to improve website security of 
Georgian market. 
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